Differential evolution (DE) 
Introduction
Differential Evolution (DE) [1] is a simple yet powerful population-based, direct search algorithm with the generation-and-test feature for global optimization problems using real-valued parameters. DE uses the distance and direction information from the current population to guide the further search. It won the third place at the first International Contest on Evolutionary Computation on a real-valued function test-suite [2] . Among DE's advantages are its simple structure, ease of use, speed and robustness. Price and Storn [1] gave the working principle of DE with single scheme. Later on, they suggested ten different schemes of DE [2] , [3] . However, DE has been shown to have certain weaknesses, especially if the global optimum should be located using a limited number of fitness function evaluations (NFFEs). In addition, DE is good at exploring the search space and locating the region of global minimum, but it is slow at exploitation of the solution [4] . Moreover, the parameters of DE are problem dependent and the choice of them is often critical for the performance of DE [5] .
In order to remedy these drawbacks of DE, in this paper, we propose an improved self-adaptive control parameter of DE, referred to as ISADE, for global optimization.Our work is an extension of the self-adaptive control parameter of DE (SADE) [6] .First, the self-adaptive control parameter is adopted to alleviate to choose appropriately control parameter values for different problems. Second, our approach employs theindividual fitness information to adapt the parameter settings. And hence, it can exploit the information of the individual and generate the promising offspring efficiently. To verify the viability of the proposed ISADE, 10 high-dimensional benchmark problems are chosen from literature. Experimental results indicate that our approach is efficientand effective. Our approach performs better than the original DE in terms of both the convergence rate and the quality of the final solutions. Moreover, ISADE obtains faster convergence rate than the original self-adaptive control parameter of DE (SADE).The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the DE algorithm and the related work in control parameter of DE. In Section 3 presents our pro-posed approach in detail. Followed by the experimental results and the analysis shown in Section 4. In the last section, Section 5, we denote the conclusion and our futurework.
Consider the following optimiation problem :
where D R S ⊆ is a compact set, and D is the dimension of the decision variables.The DE algorithm [1] is a simple EA that creates new candidate solutions by com-bining the parent individual and several other individuals of the same population. A candidate replaces the parent only if it has better fitness. This is a rather greedy selection scheme that often outperforms the traditional EAs. In addition, DE is a simple yet powerful population-based, direct search algorithm with the generationand-test feature for globally optimizing functions using real-valued parameters. Among DE's advantages are its simple structure, ease of use, speed and robustness. Due to these advantages,it has many real-world applications, such as data mining [7] , [8] , pattern recognition,digital filter design, neural network training, etc. [3] , [9] .The DE algorithm in pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1. D is the number of decision variables, NP is the size of the parent population P ; F is the mutation scaling factor; CR is the probability of crossover operator; U i is the offspring; rndint(1, D) is a uniformly distributed random integer number between 1 and D; X j r1 is the j -th variable of solution X r1 ; and rndj[0, 1) is a uniformly distributed random real number in[0, 1). Many schemes of creation of a candidate are possible. We use the DE/rand/1/bin scheme (see lines 6 -13 of Algorithm 1) described in Algorithm 1 (more details onDE/rand/1/bin and other DE schemes can be found in [2] and [3] From Algorithm 1, we can see that there are only three control parameters in this algorithm. These are NP , F and CR. As for the terminal conditions, one can either fix the maximum NFFEs Max NFFEs or the precision of a desired solution VTR (value to reach).Since the parameters of DE are problem dependent and the choice of them is of-ten critical for the performance of DE [5] , [10] . Adapting the DE's control parametersis one possible improvement. Liu and Lampinen [10] proposed a Fuzzy Adaptive DE(FADE), which employs fuzzy logic controllers to adapt the mutation and crossovercontrol parameters. Brest et al. [6] proposed self-adapting control parameter settings.Their proposed approach encodes the F and CR parameters into the chromosome and uses a self-adaptive control mechanism to change them. Salman et al. [11] proposed a self-adaptive DE (SDE) algorithm that eliminates the need for manual tuning of control parameters. In SDE, the mutation weighting factor F is self-adapted by a mutation strat-egy similar to the mutation operator of DE. Nobakhti and Wang [12] proposed a Ran-domized Adaptive Differential Evolution (RADE) method, where a simple randomized self-adaptive scheme was proposed for the mutation weighting factor F . Das et al. [13] proposed two variants of DE, DERSF and DETVSF, that use varying scale factors. They concluded that those variants outperform the original DE. Teo [14] presented a dynamic self-adaptive populations DE, where the population size is self-adapting. Through five De Jong's test functions, they showed that DE with self-adaptive populations produced highly competitive results. Brest and Maucˇ ec [15] proposed an improved DE method, where the population size is gradually reduced. They concluded that their approach improved efficiency and robustness of DE.
Our Approach:ISADE
As mentioned above, there are many works for adapting the control parameters of DE.Despite its simplicity, the SADE method [6] seems to have good performance for a various set of test problems. However, the performance of this self-adaptive control pa-rameter strategy proposed in [6] can be further improved to obtain faster convergence rate. Based on this consideration, in this work, we propose an improved self-adaptive control parameter method for the DE algorithm. Inspired by the ideas in [16] , in our approach the fitness information of each individual is considered to adapt the CR and F values. Thus, it can exploit the information of the individual and generate the promising offspring efficiently. Our approach, referred to as ISADE, is presented in detail as follows.
Improved self-adaptive control parameter
Similar to [6] , the individual is represented by a D-dimensional vector in the following way:
where X j i is the j -th variable of the i-th individual; and the values of scaling factor F i and crossover probability CR i are initially randomly generated between 0 and 1.In our proposed improved selfadaptive parameter control, the fitness information of each individual is considered. It is introduced as follows: 
where rnd[a, b] is the uniform random variable between a and b. τ 1 and τ 2 indicate probabilities to adjust factors F i and CR i . favg and fmin are the average fitness and the minimal fitness of the current population, respectively.The main idea of the modification is that when the fitness of the individual is lower than the average fitness in the current population, its CR and F values are shrunken occasionally. The offspring generated by the CR and F is located in the neighborhood of its parent. And hence, the offspring can exploit the useful information of the good parent and accelerate the convergence rate. Compared with SADE [6] , our method does not add any additional parameters. To maintain the diversity of the population [17] , the lower bound of F i is 0.1, which is the same as used in SADE.
Handling the boundary constraint of variables
An Improved Self-adaptive Control Parameter of Differential Evolution for Global Optimization Liyuan Jia, Chi Zhang After using the DE/rand/1/bin scheme to generate a new solution, if one or more of the variables in the new solution are outside their boundaries, i.e., X j ∈/ [l j , u j ], the following repair rule is applied:
where rndj[0, 1] is the uniform random variable from [0,1] in each dimension j . And l j and u j are the lower bound and upper bound of the j -th variable, respectively.
Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the performance of our method 10 benchmark functions (f 01 − f 10 )were used. The test functions are described in Table 
Experimental Setup
For all experiments, we use the following parameters unless a change is mentioned. Population size: NP = 100;τ 1 = τ 2 = 0.1;DE scheme: DE/rand/1/bin;Value to reach: VTR = 10 ;Maximum NFFEs: Max NFFEs = 300, 000. Moreover, in our experiments, each function is optimized over 50 independent runs. We also use the same set of initial random populations to evaluate different algorithms in a similar way done in [4] . All the algorithms are implemented in standard C++. ,where AR>1 indicates ISADE is faster than its competitor.
Performance Criteria

General performance of ISADE
In order to show the superiority of our proposed ISADE approach, we compare it with the original DE algorithm and the SADE algorithm. The parameters used for DE,SADE, and ISADE are the same as described in Section 4.1. The control parameters of DE are set as F = 0.5 and CR = 0.9. All functions are conducted for 50 independent runs. Table 2 shows the best error values of DE, SADE, and ISADE on all test functions. In addition, some representative convergence graphs of DE,SADE, and ISADE are shown in Fig. 1 . When compared with DE: From Table 2 it can be seen that ISADE can obtain the optimal or close-to-optimal solutions for all test functions. And the standard deviations for all functions are very small, which means that our proposed ISADE method is very robust. It can solve these functions over all 50 runs. However, for DE it fails to solve two functions (f 05 and f 06 ). For three functions (f 08 , f 09 , and f 10 ), DE locates the local minima some times. Additionally, it is apparent that ISADE obtains higher convergence velocity than DE according to Fig. 1 . When compared with SADE: Table 2 shows that both SADE and ISADE can solve these functions over 50 runs. Nevertheless, from Table 2 and Fig. 1 we can see that ISADE converges faster than SADE. In summary, our proposed ISADE approach can achieve better performance than DE in terms of both the convergence rate and the quality of the final solutions. The experimental results confirm that our proposed improved self-adaptive control parameter can exploit the fitness information of each individual efficently.It can enhance the performance of the original DE algorithm.
Fig. 1. Mean error curves of DE, SADE, and ISADE
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose an improved self-adaptive control parameter for the DE algorithm. Our proposed method is an extension of SADE. In our approach the fitness information of each individual is used to adapt the CR and F values of DE. In this manner, our proposed approach can exploit the useful information of its parent, and hence, it can accelerate the convergence rate compared with the original SADE method.In order to verify the viability of our proposed ISADE method, 10 highdimensional benchmark functions are chosen from literature. Moreover, five performance criteria are employed to compare the performance of ISADE with those of DE and SADE.Experimental results indicate that ISADE can achieve better performance than DE in terms of both the convergence rate and the quality of the final solutions. In terms of both solution quality and convergence rate, ISADE obtains better results than SADE and DE. The future work will verify the performance of our proposed technique in other DE variants.
